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She can not ……........ to buy such an expensive car. She does not have enough money to buy it.

appear afford associate acquire

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……......... is good for him after such a long travel.

Relax Relaxes Relaxed Relaxation

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The lecturer discussed an important issue this morning. "issue" means …….. .

tissue pursuit mastery matter

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix "e-" in the word "elimination" means …….. .

with out of into inside

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are two types of roots: base words and …....….. roots.

alone single combining separated

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The…...…at the beginning of "-ly" shows that it is a suffix.

hyphen comma image dot

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Although Tehran is the capital of Iran, it is not at the center of the country. "it" refers to ……

.......... .

Iran center Tehran capital

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

These noisy conditions aren't conducive to reading. "conducive" means ........... .

common logical pleasurable helpful

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your new book does not have many necessary technical terms. "terms" means …….......... .

words shapes examples cases

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The size of English vocabulary has some …….. advantages.

wonder wonders wonderful wonderfully

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The act or process of using one’s reason is called ....…….. .

implying reasoning guessing predicting

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Considering the child’s ....……., the thief must have left the city.

remarks concentration competition incentive

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

How is it possible to understand the words whose meanings we do not know? "Whose" refers

to…….. .

we know the words meanings

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The adverb form of the verb "interpret" is "……............" .

interpretable interpretably interpretation interpreting

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The editor always edit all of the articles.

All of the articles .............................by the editor.

are always editing have been edited

are always edited will be edited

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

She established a(n)…..........…framework within which to consider the issue well.

careless conceptual ambiguous bored

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This young teacher devised a new method of controlling students in the classroom. "devised"

means …… .

hindered instructed enhanced invented

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is difficult to ……...... the team’s success at this stage.

measure measures measurable measurably

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some people have ........... memories and remember what they learn because they can see it in

their minds.

visual audio kinetic knowledgeable

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Putting a word, phrase, etc. within a parenthesis, bracket, etc. is called ......……. .

combining associating mixing enclosing

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His letter did not represent how awful his conditions were. "represent" means ……. .

change show publish distribute

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A skillful dictionary user can find not only the meanings of a word but …… its pronunciation.

also and as so

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He rehearsed the interview in his mind beforehand."rehearsed"means:

recited retained reinforced rejected

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The accent mark may…….........or follow a syllable. It may come before or after a syllable.

arrange master precede anticipate

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The semantic analysis of the words "buy"and "purchase"shows that they have the same……

................ .

spelling structure meaning pronunciation

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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If he had more time, he ................... more.

would read will read read would have read

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This was his fifth ……. win. It came one after the other without a break.

subsidary single suitable successive

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Nothing…......him. He is always complaining.

satisfaction satisfies satisfactory satisfactorily

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix "un-" in the words “unnecessary” and “unrelated” means ……. .

with again in not

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are three ……. in the sentence “She should understand how important it is for them”.

adverbs letters syllables pronouns

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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